
Funded Nation Affiliate Program Terms and Conditions 

Eligibility and Link Usage: 

 Affiliate commissions will not be awarded for self-purchases through the affiliate code 

Commission and profit split Criteria: 

 Affiliates receive commissions from the company when traders make their first purchase 

through affiliate links. Subsequent purchases, such as account top-ups or resets by the same 

trader, will not grant further commission to the affiliate. 

 Commissions will be processed only when the payment made by the trader is confirmed by 

Funded Nation. 

 No commission will be awarded if a customer uses another affiliate's discount code for a new 

plan. 

 Earnings for the profit split shall be added to the account of the affiliate only after successful 

traders has placed request for profit withdrawals. For every profit split request by successful 

traders, the affiliate shall receive the percentage of profit as designated and mentioned in 

the commission and profit split structure 

Marketing Guidelines: 

 Affiliates must refrain from engaging in negative marketing strategies to promote the 

services of Funded Nation. 

 Affiliates are prohibited from using SEO based advertising or PPC based advertising using the 

brand name, “Funded Nation” or any of its variations.  

Disclaimer and Content Usage: 

 Affiliates must include a disclaimer stating, "The ownership and management of this website 

are the sole responsibility of (website.com), which is an independent marketing affiliate. All 

the contents on the website are owned and managed exclusively by (website.com) and 

Funded Nation neither owns this website nor it owns any of its contents. 

 Replicating Funded Nation's sales page content or any other content on your site is strictly 

prohibited. 

Commission and profit split Structure: 

LIEUTENANT: 10% Commission, along with 5% profit split of successful traders 

CAPTAIN: 15% Commission, along with 7.5% profit split of successful traders 

COLONEL: 15% commission, along with 10% profit split of successful traders 

Payout Methods and Withdrawal Conditions: 

 Available Payout Methods: Bank Transfer, Wise & Crypto 

 Affiliates can use commissions to purchase the services of Funded Nation. 

 Email requests for withdrawal is mandatory on part of affiliates. To request the withdrawal of 

earned commissions, affiliates must send an email to people@fundednation.com. Funded 

Nation shall then process the requests in line with the payment terms and conditions for the 

said request. 

 

mailto:people@fundednation.co


Additional Incentives: 

 Additional incentives for partner affiliates shall be decided on the basis of performance, and 

it is solely the prerogative of the company to decide on remuneration and perks for eligible 

affiliates.  

 Affiliates eligible for the additional incentives will receive notification via email, including 

detailed information on remuneration and perks. 

Withdrawal Frequency: 

 LIEUTENANT: Weekly, CAPTAIN: Weekly, COLONEL: Daily. 

Modification of Terms: 

 Funded Nation reserves the right to modify affiliate terms and conditions. Affiliates are 

responsible to keep up to date with the terms and conditions and it shall be incumbent on 

affiliates to agree with any modification whatsoever.  

Violations and Withholding Payments: 

 Funded Nation may withhold payments for affiliates violating terms and engaging in 

fraudulent activity. 

 Offering account management or paid services on behalf of Funded Nation is strictly 

prohibited and may result in termination. 

By participating in the Funded Nation Affiliate Program, you agree to abide by these terms and 

conditions. For any queries, contact support@fundednation.com 
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